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Agenda
Session Plan
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction and Learning Objectives
What is an Internal Audit? & What is a Mini Audit?
The role of an Internal Auditor
Why should the RTO complete Mini Audits?
Planning the Mini Audit
Auditing Techniques
Conducting Mini Audit – Recruitment/Induction Process
Handling Non Compliances – Corrective Actions
Product of the Audit – Audit Report
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What is Internal Auditing?
Introduction:
– Independent Objective Activity
– Verifying Intent to Action
• Policies, procedures, forms & tasks
• Recognised standards (VQF, AQTF, National Code)
• Specific customer requirements

–
–
–
–

Continuous Improvement (SNR 15.1, 16.2, 17.2)
Reduces Risk
Adds Value to the RTO
Assesses if RTO is Compliant
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What are Mini Audits?
Benefits of Mini Auditing:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Look at a specific process (review a high risk area)
Identify Non Compliance in timely manner
Assessing, Quantifying & Reducing Risk
Continuous Improvement
Better Service to Students
Maintain Compliance
Confirm Intent to Action
Benchmarking Good Practice
Extra Set Eyes
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The Internal Auditor?
What is the Role of the Internal Auditor?
–
–
–
–
–

To Plan and Schedule Audits
Understand the Standards being Audited
Objective Verification of Compliance
Must be Free from Bias & Conflict Interest
Ensure Audit Findings are Based on Audit Evidence
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Planning the Mini Audit
Without a Plan - YOU Plan to Fail:
–
–
–
–
–
–

What is your Target Area? (refer to sample mini audit schedule)
Review Key Documents Prior to Audit
Know the Standards you are going to Audit?
Know the types of Evidence to Request at Audit?
Prepare Supporting Files to bring to Audit?
Assess the Documents to Frame Your Questions
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Auditing Techniques
Objectives of the Mini Audit:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Review and Assess the Policies, Procedures (Intent)
The Evidence must be Objective and not Subjective (Actions)
Paper Trace the Process – has it been implemented?
Is it Compliant?
Is it Effective?
Discuss Continuous Improvement Policy
Are there Opportunities for Improvement?
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Conducting the Mini Audit
Mini Audit of the Trainer Recruitment Policy:
– Auditing is a simple process e.g. lets look at the trainer recruitment and professional
development policy – the goal is to assess if the staff meet the specific standards to train and assess in a
particular competency (refer to sample audit question/checklist)

– The Policy is Intent and details specific procedures to follow when
recruiting trainer/assessors and for professional development
– The policy refers to documents such as: interview report, trainer prerequisite checklist, trainer skills matrix, induction form, trainers register,
professional development log and how the responsible person will manage
the process
– The evidence is the action which follows what has been stated and so this
may include: completed inductions, trainer skills matrix, CVs, qualifications,
interview report, trainers register, professional development workplan, etc..
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Conducting the Mini Audit
Going Further into the Process:
• This is where you follow the process starting with SNR 15.4
(requirements for trainer/assessors)

• Auditing is not linear
• There are other associated requirements that may be
considered during the audit such as: SNR 18.2 (decisions of senior
management informed by trainers experience) and SNR 20.2 (staff are fully
informed of legislative and regulatory requirements)
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Conducting the Mini Audit
Stepping Through Each Process:
The Trainer Recruitment Policy states:
• The Training Manager (TM) is responsible for the recruitment, induction, monitoring,
management and professional development of all training and assessment staff in line with
the VET Quality Framework and the RTOs Quality Management System. The policy further
talks about procedures for induction of new staff, required staff competencies, current
industry skills, continual professional development, legislative updates and refers to
associated forms and documents that must be completed and filed (not exhaustive)
At the Mini Audit the Training Manager is interviewed and asked how he establishes that staff
have the necessary competencies to train and assess, his response was:
• “I follow the policy on recruitment and I know the industry, I also get them to complete a
trainers skills matrix and to supply verified copies of qualifications, I review the data in
alignment with the standards to then approve them as trainers. Staff are also required to
update their CVs every year and complete professional development activities.”
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Conducting the Mini Audit
Step Through Each Process:
Evidence submitted for review includes: Trainer Skills Matrix for 2 staff, Qualifications, CVs,
Induction Checklists and Professional Development Log Book
• The Trainer Skills Matrices were comprehensive, outlining Trainers Qualifications and their
Industry Skills & Knowledge and Currency of Experience for the units they have applied to
Train/Assess – they had been checked and verified by Training Manager (SNR 15.4)
• The Qualifications including Training and Assessment (TAE40110) and Vocational
Competencies were certified true copies of originals by a local solicitor and aligned with the
skills matrix and scope of delivery (SNR 15.4 (a) & (b))
• The CVs detailed Current Industry Skills and aligned with units being trained/assessed, they
were all signed and dated by staff members (SNR 15.4 (c))
• Referee checks had been completed on all Training Staff – formal checklist evidenced
• The Induction Checklists had been filled in, signed & dated by TM and staff (SNR 15.4)
• The Professional Development log book was completed for each staff member and detailed
attendance at PD activities, industry conferences and participation in moderation and
validation activities (SNR 15.4 (d))
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Conducting the Mini Audit
The Trainers Interview:
•

Trainers: ID 101, 102 both stated that they had completed the induction, but it ‘did not
cover’ legislation or regulatory requirements that affected their roles (SNR 20.2)
• Trainers: ID 101, 102 both stated that they were team members of the innovation group and
had made some suggestions to management that had been accepted, one such suggestion
was setting up an industry hub for students to apply their skills and knowledge on workplace
projects. This was then validated via a follow-up discussion with the TM and evidence of
industry consultation and collaboration (signed agreements with 3 local companies) and
evidence of the industry hub via website and completed projects (SNR 18.2)
• Trainer ID 101, 102 both stated they had not been informed of legislative or regulatory
requirements that affected their duties or participation in VET (SNR 20.2)
• A further interview with the TM revealed that there was no policy relating to compliance
with legislation (SNR 20.2)
The Outcome of the Mini Audit:
• Of the three standards assessed, SNR15.4 was compliant, SNR18.2 was compliant, but SNR
20.2 was non compliant – (refer completed audit checklist)
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The Product of a Mini Audit
Putting Evidence Together
•
•
•
•
•
•

Record the evidence (File names)
Who did you speak to? (Job Title only)
What is the Finding? (Compliant/opportunity for improvement or non compliant)
Detail the relevant Standard that was not met
Write the Audit Report (<5 pages)
Generate Corrective Actions (Verbal actions don’t work)
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Practical Suggestions
for Compliance
Wrap Up:
• From experience at the Coal Face:
– The RTOs that have a Quality Management System are the ones that provide quality
education and pass regulator audits, they are in fact the ones that can quickly adapt to
the ever changing VET landscape, and are proactive with their fingers on the VET pulse
– On the flip side of the coin are the RTOs that have no systematic continuous
improvement approach to management of operations, these are the providers that fail
audits and are under the continual scrutiny of the National VET Regulator – the
reactive mentality is not conducive to long term continuity of business operations
– If you don’t measure it, you can’t control it and therefore you can’t improve it

• Recommendation:
–
–
–
–
–

Develop a policy for internal audits
Schedule Mini Audits to occur on a monthly or bimonthly basis
Complete a full audit to the VET Quality Framework once a year
Monitor Completion of corrective actions – have a register
Management Review Reports half yearly – evaluate compliance
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Thank you
If you enjoyed our presentation and would like further
support with your RTO, take a look at our
Wide Range of Quality Products and Services
detailed on our Website

Ray Earl
Education Consultant & Auditor
Skynet Corporation Pty Ltd
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